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Glooscap First Nation Comprehensive Community Plan

Over the past two years, it has been a pleasure
to work with Jasmine and the community on creating the Glooscap First Nation Comprehensive
Community Plan.
So many new and exciting ideas were presented
and are reflected here in the plan. As Chief and
Council, we have understood from the beginning
of the project that Comprehensive Community
Planning would benefit all community members
near and far. As leaders we are committed to
ensuring that all community members whether on
or off reserve have their voices heard and feel
pride in being a member of Glooscap.
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The Glooscap First Nation Comprehensive Community Plan is meant to be a guide, allowing us to
grow and thrive for the next seven generations.
We would like to extend our deepest appreciation
to all the community members who came out to
the sessions, who completed the surveys and who
participated in the ways they felt comfortable. It is
wonderful to see the wise voices of our youth and
elders are echoed throughout.
Finally, we would like to thank Jasmine Collins,
our Glooscap Dream Collector for all her hard work,
patience and spirit. She has a true love of her
community and she demonstrated that over and
over again. Let us take the words and ideas of
the community, the hard work of Jasmine to
bring them to the page and together move Glooscap
forward for the benefit of ourselves and our future
generations.

Message from
Chief & Council

Wela ’lioq
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The Glooscap Comprehensive Community Plan is a
combination of many voices into one core message
of growth and prosperity for Glooscap membership.
We would like to first thank community members
(Elders, families, individuals, children and youth)
who were involved in this very important project.
The community members were the center of this
project and it is their dedication to the community
and future generations that made this project work
so well.
The CCP Team are also very grateful to Chief
& Council, Band Administration and Health Staff
for engaging in the process. Special thanks are
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expressed for the future leadership role that Chief
& Council and staff will play in turning this plan from
paper into action. This process will be heightened
by community members participation in the
implementation phase.
Wela’lioq to Amanda Peters and Jenene Wooldridge
of 4 Directions Consulting for mentoring throughout
the planning process.

Acknowledgments

We would also like to thank Elder Ida Denny and
Elder Mary Rose Julian, Eskasoni First Nation for
their assistance with translating from English to
Mi’kmaq.
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Development of
the Logo
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June 2016, I reached out to Dionne Lynch who is
a Glooscap member, to ask her about designing a
logo for our comprehensive community plan. We
chatted about what CCP was and how this would
help our community be able to grow successfully in
the direction that the community has envisioned.

day on the horizon or following the setting sun
which would represent looking towards tomorrow.
Dionne portrayed family by physically connecting
the people represented in the logo, this shows the
importance of emotional and spiritual unity between
our people.

I expressed our interest in keeping the logo familiar
to Glooscap. She drew on the colors from our
current logo for GFN and I also provided her with
four words: family, future, community and
together.

She replied with enthusiasm stating “I enjoy this
sort of project and I love my community. I am so
proud of us and am happy to be in on this.”

Dionne replied back extremely excited about the
project and to have been asked to design the logo.
Within a few days she had sent a few drafts for the
community to check out. She explained that her
idea behind the logo came from fixating on looking
forward, which was represented by the sun, a new
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CCP Logo Story

August 2016, at our Annual General Meeting, we
revealed the Comprehensive Community Plan logo
to Glooscap membership.
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Community Value
Turtle
During a community session, a member, Doreen
Richard, came up with the idea of gathering our
values on the back of a turtle. She offered this idea
because the turtle is strong, like our community. The
first design of our value turtle came from a sketch
on a napkin.
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Community Mission

Community Vision

Maintaining a sustainable community through
our people, for our people.

We are a well-balanced community living according
to the seven sacred teachings, committed to the
next generations as we work in unity to become a
forward thinking, self-sustaining community.
We honor our past and look towards our future. We
are a proud First Nation community that strives to
make connections with the world around us.
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Glooscap Mission,
Vision Statement
& Values
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Our Planning Process
Our Comprehensive Community plan process
started in 2016.
This plan was developed by community members
through community engagement sessions, surveys,
open houses as well as day to day conversation
with the community members. We held 6 formal
community engagement sessions, which always included a community meal to help strengthen the
community bond with each other.
The CCP process allowed community members
to plan for their futures and heal from past
experiences. This document demonstrates the
communities’ dedication to the future of Glooscap
and themselves.

Why is CCP important to Glooscap?
Comprehensive Community Planning is a holistic
approach to planning that is developed by the
community, for the community'. The plan takes into
consideration all aspects of our community, this
allows the community to be able to see the future
as a whole.
This process has been extremely important in
bringing all ages together. CCP is community
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engagement based, which allowed our community
to be able to grow together. This planning process
has helped Glooscap First Nation to identify our
vision for the future and our core values. Looking
into the future, Glooscaps’ Comprehensive
Community Plan will be a living document that will
be updated, monitored, evaluated and owned by
our community.

Seven Sacred Teachings in
connection with CCP
We chose to connect the seven sacred teachings
and our CCP sections because this allows the
community to understand the section a bit more and
relate it back to their personal lives. Our community
decided to make this connection to also incorporate
our culture into the plan. This shows how important
these teachings are to us on a personal level as well
as the importance it has for the community as a
whole.

Our Story of
Comprehensive
Community
Planning

Throughout the planning process, we incorporated
the 7 teachings into every community session.
These were the ground rules for the engagement
sessions to ensure that everyone was feeling safe
in the space provided. This allowed community
members to be able to speak about what was on
their minds without the fear of criticism or negative
feedback.
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Kisu’lk wela’like wjit wla Na’kwek kisi
iknmuiek.

Creator, Thank you for this day you have
given us.

Wela’like wjit wla tli Mawita’nen, aq
Etamulek piskwa’n ta’n eymek, klaman kis
Tliatew ta’n tel-mnueken.

Thank you for allowing us to gather here today
and we ask you to enter where we are, so
that your teachings will work in us.

Iknmuinen Nsituoqn, klaman kjijitutesnen
ta’n koqoey Kelu’k wla wksitqamu’k

We ask for wisdom, so that we will know
what is good in this world.

Iknmuinen Ksaltultinen klaman kisi
Siawa’tesnen ksalsuti msit tamiaw.

We ask for love, so that we can spread your
love everywhere.

Iknmuinen Kepmite’sultinen, klaman
Kjijitutesnen ksalsuti msit tamiaw.

We ask for respect, so that we will know that
everyone comes from one place…from you.

Iknmuinen Mlkitelsultinenm klaman ma’
wenNutajite’lsik lukwatmn wla tett.

We ask for bravery, so that we will not be
afraid to do your work here.

Iknmuinen menaqajewo’ltinen, klaman ma'
Wen ewlek kisna ewla’lat wen kikmanaq.

We ask for honesty, so that no one will lie or
harm anyone of us.

Iknmuinen Penoquite’lsultinen, klaman ma’
Wen kisi aji espite’lsik aq wikma’jl.

We ask for humility, so that no one will be
superior to another.

Aq Niskam, Ilnmuinene Ketleweyuti klaman
Waqme’ktital Nkamulamunal aq njijaqmijinaq
ta’n tujiw nmu’lek elmi’knik.

And Lord, we ask for truth, so that we will see
you in the future, on the last day with clean
hearts and spirits. Amen.
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Mi’kmaw Prayer
of the Seven
Sacred Teachings
by Helen Sylliboy
December 1949 - February 2018
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Glooscap – Pesikitk – Nova Scotia

Glooscap membership consists of:

Glooscap First Nation was established in 1984.

• Registered Males on Own Reserve – 31

We are located approximately 6.4km outside of
Hantsport, NS. We reside on unceeded Mi'kmaq
territory. Our total reserve land base is 433 acres.
We also have our economic development zone of
28 acres.

• Registered Females on Own Reserve – 64

Glooscap is a custom band that is governed by 1
Chief and 3 Council members that are elected every
5 years. Our membership is made up of just under
400 members.
As of December 2017, the total population was
380 members, 320 of those members are voting
members and approximately 90 living on reserve.
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• Registered Females on Other Reserves – 1
• Registered Males Living Off-Reserve – 137

WHO WE ARE

• Registered Females Living Off-Reserve – 147
We have 30 homes in total, 26 of these homes are
band owned, the other 4 are active CP lots. There
is 1 triplex, 5 duplexes and various other family
dwellings amongst the band owned homes.
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1856 - The Micmac Missionary Society purchased
this plot of land in hopes of setting up a model
‘Indian Baptist community’

Aug 1984 - Rita Smith is elected as the first Chief
of Horton First Nation, Joseph Peters and Shirley
Peters are elected as council

1907 - The surviving trustees of the Micmac
Missionary Society offered the 423 acres of land to
the Department of Indian Affairs. Horton Indian
Reserve No.35 is created at this time

Jan 1986 - Rita Smith is re-elected as Chief.
Council members have increased from 2 to 3 and
a custom 3-year term begins. Noel A. Smith,
Clarence A. Smith and Janis M. Walker are
elected as Council

1941 - There were two families who were living
on this land at the time

Aug 1982 - Chief Rita Smith of Annapolis Valley
First Nation receives a signed petition requesting
a new band be made out of Horton Indian
Reserve No.35

Nov 1983 - Indian Affairs sends ballot to each
band member of Annapolis Valley First Nation
asking for their vote on the separation of the AVFN
into two bands. The majority voted for the
decision to split the two bands

June 1984 - A Ministerial Order divides Annapolis
Valley First Nation into two bands and Horton First
Nation is created
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Jan 1989 - Joseph Peters is elected as Chief.
Shirley M Clarke, Mike Halliday and Janis Walker
are elected as Council

Jan 1995 - Shirley Clarke is elected as Chief.
Mike Halliday, Janis Walker and Lorraine
Whitman are elected as Council

Jan 2001 - Shirley Clarke is re elected as Chief
of Horton First Nation. Mike Halliday, Janis Walker
and Lorraine Whitman are elected as
Council

Aug 2004 - Horton First Nation partners with the
Town of Hantsport to form a water agreement and
share water resources

June 2005 - A Band Council Resolution is signed
to change the name of Horton First Nation to
Glooscap First Nation. A month later, July 2005,
Glooscap First Nation is registered in the Indians
Land Registry and is now officially changed from
Horton First Nation to
Glooscap First Nation

June 1995 - Horton officially opens new band
hall/community centre

Nov 2008 - Glooscap partnered with the Confederacy of Mainland Mi’kmaq to have community signs
installed on the 100-series highway. Glooscap is
the first community to have these identification
signs posted on the highway

March 2000 - Horton First Nation opens
Health Centre Facility

Jan 2011 - Kristen Halliday was elected as a
Council member in a byelection
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Feb 2012 - Sidney Peters is elected as Chief
Leonard (Larry) Peters, Jean Labradore-Powers
and Kristen Halliday were elected
as Council

March 2015 - Mi'kmaw Seniors/Elders Society
of Kluscap First Nation became incorporated.

July 2017 - Glooscaps first time participating in
the North American Indigenous Games for Archery,
Lacrosse and Soccer.

Sept 2013 - Glooscap creates a ten-year
community plan

Dec 2015 - Chief and Council approved the
construction of a new gas bas, entertainment
centre and convenience store, to be named
Glooscap Corner

Nov 2017 - Glooscap First Nation acquires
partial ownership of Yarmouth Bar Fisheries and
Seakist

April 2014 - Glooscap Ventures is officially
established as Glooscap First Nations’ Economic
Development Corporation

Feb 2016 - Glooscap First Nation begins Comprehensive Community Planning Process

Feb 2018 - Glooscap Corner is now open for
business!

June 2016 - Ground breaking at Glooscap
Landing, blueprints of the center were
released to community

April 2018 - Glooscap Landing officially opens

June 2014 - Glooscap First Nation joins Mi’kmaw
Kina’matnewey. Glooscap is now considered a
part of the Mi’kmaw Education
Agreement

July 2014 - Leonard (Larry) Peters
signed on to Grand Council

March 2015 - Glooscap expands commercial
fishery enterprise with a new lobster fishing
license in LFA 34
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Aug 2016 - Glooscaps first time participating
in the Mi'kmaw Summer Games

January 2017 - Sidney Peters is re-elected as
Chief. Jean Labradore-Powers, Leonard Peters,
Lynwood Peters were elected as Council

Glooscap
First Nation
Timeline
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7 Community
Guide Posts
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At a Glance
Health &
Social

•

•

•

•

Governance &
Leadership

Create programs •
to encourage
physical activity
in the community

Create capacity
for mental health
support

Find and
implement
resources to
support a
healthy, active
community

Adapt existing
programs to fit
the need of the
community
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Improve
communication
between
leadership
and community

Community

•

•
•

•

•

Make the
Comprehensive
Community Plan
a priority

Enhance selfsufficiency of
Glooscap First
Nation

Improve
community and
staff understanding of
policies and
by-laws

•

•

Create a
community that
is safe for our
people

Enhance
community
knowledge
surrounding
events and
programs

Lands, Resources
& Infrastructure

•

•

Create an
environment that
exhibits
Glooscap
community pride •

Create
opportunities for
community
bonding

Reconnect with
our natural
resources to
strengthen our
cultural and
traditional
knowledge

Culture &
Language

•

Transfer of
traditional
knowledge

•

Provide more
cultural program
and events

Create a
sustainable
•
housing system
to benefit all
Glooscap First
Nation members
and their families

Develop and
maintain
innovative and
environmentally
responsible
infrastructure

Economic
Development

•

•
Create a space
for cultural
activities

•

Create revenues
that allow
Glooscap First
Nation to
become selfsufficient and
sustainable

Increase
capacity of GFN
members and
their families

Education

•

Increase
availability of
Education Officer

•

Increase and
maintain
educational
attainment rates

•

Find educational
programming to
inspire
membership

Maintain positive
reputation of
Glooscap First
Nation
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Weleymk aq Mawo'ltimk Kesaltimkewey

Create capacity for mental health support
•
•

Health & Social – Love

Find and implement resources to support a healthy, active
community
•

Love can be defined in numerous ways. From a deep feeling
of affection, to the embodiment of virtues that always
protects, trusts, hopes, and perseveres. Love makes us feel
accepted, secure and valued. It touches our hearts and
inspires us to be our best selves. Self-care is an essential
part of a successful healthy life and should be a main priority
for everyone.
By loving ourselves and demonstrating self-care, we allow
ourselves to show more love towards others and be happier
people, therefore creating a loving, safe, and thriving
community. The happier you are with yourself, the more likely
you are to show happiness to those around you. Love stems
from inside of us, which means we have to learn to love
ourselves first before we can truthfully and genuinely love
those who are important to us.

Mental health first aid training for staff and community
Full time community mental health worker

•
•

Medical practitioners working in the community (dentist,
doctor)
Addiction services for families
Medical driver

Adapt existing programs to fit the need of the community

Quotes from Community

•

“My wish is to be capable of remaining active and
independent as I age.”

•

“Being healthy makes me have a more positive
look on myself and everything else.”

Considering specific needs of clients and patient care
(adapting physical activity programs)
Ensure program availability for on and off reserve
More full-time programs (massage, after school
programs)

Create programs to encourage physical
activity in the community

QUICK STARTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

plans for sidewalk
repaving of roads
wheelchair accessible walking trails
(Moosewood trail)
accessible playground
community mental health worker (part time)

•
•
•
•
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Fitness classes (cardio, group exercise classes,
yoga, walking program, kickboxing classes)
Equipment rentals (bike rentals)
Organized sports (canoeing programs, football,
hockey, baseball)
Plan for North American Indigenous Games (NAIG)
& Mi'kmaw Summer Games
In-house personal trainers for the community
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Kaplnuel aq Nikanus Ketlamite’taqn

Make the Comprehensive Community Plan a priority
•

Governance & Leadership –
Honesty

Enhance self-sufficiency of Glooscap First Nation
•
•

Leadership exemplifies integrity, honesty and trust. These
specific behaviors allow leaders to guide a community
through open communication. Integrity in leadership allows
leaders to be able to have the courage to speak up for all
views. Trust allows leadership to have the confidence to
advocate others’ views with clarity and understanding.

Maintain financial stability
To work towards self-government

Improve community and staff understanding of
policies and by-laws
•

Quotes from Community
QUICK STARTS
•
•

Create an implementation strategy to ensure
Comprehensive Community Planning goals are
completed

“Being involved with community activities gives you
a sense of belonging and being part of something.”

Animal control by-law
Contract with SPCA

•

Review and host community meetings on Animal
Control By-law
Review and host community meetings on
Glooscap First Nation community regulations

“The ability for our community to work together for
common goals.”

Improve communication between leadership and
community
•
•
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Engage membership in decision making
(establishing committees and working groups)
Create orientation materials for new members of
Chief and Council following elections/byelections
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L’nue’kati Menaqajewo’ti

Enhance community knowledge surrounding events and
programs
•

Community – Humility

•

Community event information publicly advertised for
members
Create a community mailbox

Create an environment that exhibits Glooscap community
pride
To accept yourself as a sacred part of creation is to know
humility. Reflect on how you present yourself. Express or offer
in spirit of deference and submission. Use a balance of
equality with all life. Recognize the human need for balance
in life. Community cannot just think about individual families
or people. We as a community need to consider the qualities
of an individual that demonstrates humility. To accept the
Creator is to accept that all beings are equal, this is called
humility. To express humility is to consider others before
ourselves.

•
•

Establish volunteer program
Create opportunities and incentives to maintain
residential and band properties

Create opportunities for community bonding

Quotes from Community

•

"We would like to see a healthy, productive
environment for youth to positively grow in the
community"

•

Increase availability of community events (bingo,
supper gatherings, etc)
Host community trips (Upper Clements, Aylesford Zoo,
etc)

QUICK STARTS
•
•

“I want our community to be remembered for
standing together and helping each other.”

Community event outdoor sign
Community event television

Create a community that is safe for our people
•
•
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Develop and implement an Emergency
Preparedness Plan for the community
Increase training opportunities to encourage
safety culture (Block Parent, babysitting training)
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Maqmikew, msit kowey
wejiaq aq ta’n telpemiaq
wutan - Kepmite’taqn

Reconnect with our natural resources to strengthen our
cultural and traditional knowledge
•
•
•

Lands, Resources and
Infrastructure – Respect

•
•

There is a spiritual relationship between First Nations and
the land, as we are the environmental stewards of our
lands and resources. Respect for our lands and resources is
paramount in the First Nations culture and this type of
resource management is called Netukulimk. This is defined
as the Mi’kmaq way of harvesting resources without
jeopardizing the integrity, diversity or productivity of our
environment. It embodies the sharing of the natural bounty
of the creator for self-support and the well-being of the
individual and the community. Management of our resources
is nothing new to our culture. The Mi’kmaq people have been
managing the resources for over 10,000 years, as the land
is held in trust for future generations.

QUICK STARTS
•
•
•
•
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Family Recreation and Culture Park
Glooscap’s Café
Glooscap Corner
Dark sky circle

Opportunities for members to participate in traditional
hunting and fishing activities
Continue with Nature Rangers Program
Educate members on the importance of Netukulimk &
Etuaptmumk (two-eyed seeing)
Create and implement a natural resources
management plan
Create and implement a Land Use Plan

Develop and maintain innovative and environmentally
responsible infrastructure

Quotes from Community
“We would like to be a community that is
self-sustaining and that is a cultural gift to our
surrounding communities.”

•
•
•

Create spaces for community members to meet
Create spaces for recreation and physical activity such
as a skatepark, basketball court, etc'
Seek funding and develop infrastructure projects such
as sub-division, sidewalks, etc

“Remember that we have always lived off the
land and from the land.”

Create a sustainable housing system to benefit all
Glooscap First Nation members and their families
•
•

Housing Policy
Accessible housing (group home, tiny homes,
seniors home)
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Telo’ltimk aq tli’suti
- Teliaqewe’l

Provide more cultural program and events
•
•

Culture and Language – Truth

•

Traditional knowledge workshops (7 sacred
teachings etc)
Education regarding traditional medicines on our
lands
Provide Mi’kmaw language classes

Transfer of traditional knowledge
In the process of developing our cultural knowledge we need
to first seek the truth; the truth that lives within the Creator.
The Creator provides gifts and teachings through ceremonies
and experiences. Living the truth is living the Seven Sacred
Gifts and also living from the heart. Knowing the truth allows
us to lead a strong and healthy life. You are role models for
everyone around you. It is your choice as to the kind of role
model you wish to be. When you live your truth, you become
a positive role model for others to follow.

•
•

Provide opportunities for youth and elders to work and
learn from each other
Practice traditional protocols

Create a space for cultural activities
•

Develop and maintain GFN Family Recreation and
Culture Park (powwow grounds, sacred fire, etc.)

QUICK STARTS
•
•

Family Recreation and Culture Park
Weekly Mi’kmaw language classes

Quotes from Community
“Our original attitudes and beliefs toward our
earth, nature and wildlife. Culturally, our people
respected the planet and wasted nothing, recycle,
repurpose, reuse”
“Respect, honesty and love for other no matter
what they encounter.”

Glooscap First Nation Comprehensive Community Plan
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Teli apoqnmatk l’tumk
mimajuaqn - Ml’kiknoti
Economic Development –
Courage
Whenever you are embarking on a new venture there is
always a need to be courageous. With economic development comes a lot of change and change can be daunting. As
a community, we need to have the courage to move forward
to ensure that our community thrives. There is never a
guarantee in business but with a healthy respect for risk and
a thorough understanding of all new ventures, Glooscap can
become a successful and sustainable community for the next
seven generations and beyond.

Quotes from Community

QUICK STARTS
•
•

“Preservation first, not prosperity.”

Glooscap Landing
Glooscap Corner

“Remembering our past, while looking towards
the future”

Create revenues that allow Glooscap First Nation to
become self-sufficient and sustainable
•
•

Invest in businesses that will bring immediate profit
Ensure that all business ventures and investments are
long term and able to be maintained

Maintain positive reputation of Glooscap First Nation
Increase capacity of GFN members and their families

•

In cooperation with Native Employment Officer
and Education Officer create job and training
opportunities
Create space where community artisans can
showcase their work

•

•

•
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Continue to present the work of Glooscap First Nation
to outside organizations and communities
Create opportunities for outside organizations to work
with Glooscap First Nation
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Kina’masuti - Nsituo’qn

Increase availability of Education Officer
•

Education – Wisdom

•

Provide flexibility for students to access supports from
Education Officer
Education officer to seek out capacity building
opportunities

Increase and maintain educational attainment rates

When taking on educational opportunities it is important to
remember why we are taking on these new opportunities.
Education allows us to be able to gain wisdom and understanding. The creator has gifted us all with the ability to gain
wisdom through experiences; continuous learning is the
human way of gaining wisdom. This is a gift that is not given
to us but gained through experience once the individual is
ready. Sharing your wisdom is a way to use your personal
gifts to build a healthy, peaceful family and community.

•
•
•

Monitor elementary and secondary performance and
offer programing when required (ie.Tutoring)
Assist post-secondary students in accessing funding
and programming
Provide bursaries for students to pursue educational
opportunities

QUICK STARTS
•

Quotes from Community

Glooscap Ventures Soar Up Bursary

"I would like to see a healthy, productive environment for youth to positively grow in the community"
"Our youth are the future, let us ensure that we can
provide educational support throughout their
developmental years and beyond."

Find educational programming to inspire
membership
•
•

Glooscap First Nation Comprehensive Community Plan

Science and arts programming
Programming to increase capacity of membership
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Glossary
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Education

The act or process of imparting or acquiring general knowledge, developing the powers of reasoning and judgment, and
generally of preparing oneself or others intellectually for mature life.

Health

A general condition of the body and mind. The elements that create a healthy individual, family and community include
good mental health, physical health, emotional health and spiritual health.

Social

A program administered by the Chief and Council to assist those who temporarily find it difficult to obtain work due to
health, disability, lack of transportation, absence of proper education etc.

Economic Development

Works to create a sustainable thoughtful change in the community through increased employment, building a strong
community through partnerships, listening to all members and leaving no member behind. Economic development needs
to increase the capacity of the members and provide profits for services and programs.

Governance

The way society structures itself to live best with one another. This can include rules and institutions developed to organize
how we relate to one another and the natural world.

Leadership

The art of motivating a group of people to act towards achieving a common goal.

Infrastructure

The basic physical and organizational structures and facilities (e.g., buildings, roads, and power supplies) needed for the
operation of a society or enterprise.

Lands & Resources

Resources available from the land such as; water, forestry etc.

Quick Start

Projects identified throughout the CCP process that have been completed to date.

Netukulimk

A traditional concept that recognizes the connection and balance between natural and human worlds. It is also a guiding
principle to ensure that we do not compromise future generations ability to connect to the natural world.

Community Member

An individual who has Glooscap First Nation in best interest, who contributes and enhances the community. This can
include but is not limited to; foster children, spouses, guardians and employees who may not be of Indian Status but
contribute to our community.

Band Member

A status Indian as defined by the Indian Act who belongs to a First Nation/Indian Band. This individual is either born into
the band, adopted into the band or admitted into the band via vote by the membership.
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Capacity

The ability or power to do, experience, or understand something.

Capacity Building

The process of developing and strengthening the skills, instincts, abilities, processes and resources that organizations
and communities need to survive, adapt, and thrive in the fast-changing world.

Holistic

Incorporation of all elements of our community into the planning process.
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